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5. ELECTRO MAGNETIC WAVES

GIST

1. Conduction current and displacement current together have the property of continuity.

2. Conduction current & displacement current are precisely the same.

3. Conduction current arises due to flow of electrons in the conductor. Displacement 

current arises due to electric flux changing with time.

4. 

5. Maxwell’s equations

 Gauss’s Law in Electrostatics

 Gauss’s Law in Magnetism

 Faraday’s -Lenz law of electromagnetic induction.

 Ampere’s – Maxwell law

6.  Electromagnetic Wave :- The wave in which there are sinusoidal variation of electric and 

magnetic field at right angles to each others as well as right angles to the direction of 

wave propagation.

7.  Velocity of EM waves in free space:

8. The Scientists associated with the study of EM waves are Hertz, Jagdish Chandra Bose 

& Marconi.

9. EM wave is a transverse wave because of which it undergoes polarization effect.

10. Electric vectors are only responsible for optical effects of EM waves.

11. The amplitude of electric & magnetic fields are related by

12. Oscillating or accelerating charged particle produces EM waves.

13. Orderly arrangement of electro magnetic radiation according to its frequency or 

wavelength is electromagnetic spectrum.

14.  Hint to memorise the electromagnetic spectrum in decreasing order of its frequency. 

G  X  U  V  I  M  R

15. EM waves also carry energy, momentum and information.

E
B

= C
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Type Wave length Range
Frequency Range

Production Detection Uses

Radio

Microwave

>0.1m
9 510  to 10 Hz

0.1mm
11 910  to10  Hz

Rapid acceleration
/ deceleration of
electrons in aerials

Klystron valve or
magnetron valve

Receiver’s aerials

Point contact
diodes

Radio, TV
Communication

Radar, TV
communication

ELECTRO MAGNETIC SPECTRUM, ITS PRODUCTION, DETECTION AND USES IN 
GENERAL

Infrared

Light

Ultraviolet

X-rays

Gamma 
ray

1mm to 700nm
11 1410  to10  Hz

700nm to 400nm
14 

8x10 Hz

400nm to 1nm
14 14

5x10  to 8x10

-31nm to 10 nm
16 21

10  to 10  Hz

-3<10 nm
18 22

10  to 10  Hz

Vibration of atom
or molecules

Electron in an atom
during transition

Inner Shell electron
in atom moving
from one energy
level to a lower
energy level

X-ray tube or inner
shell Electrons

Radioactive decay
of the nucleus

Thermopiles,
Bolometer
Infrared
Photographic
Film

Eye, Photocell,
Photographic
Film 

Photocell &
photographic
film

Photographic
film, Geiger
tube, ionization
chamber.

Photographic
film, Geiger
tube, ionization
chamber

Green House 
effect, looking 
through haze,
fog and mist, 
Ariel mapping

Photography,
Illuminations, 
Emit & reflect by 
the objects.

Preservation of 
food items, 
Detection of
invisible writing,
finger print in 
forensic 
laboratory.
Determination of
Structure of
molecules & 
atoms.

Study of crystal
structure & atom,
fracture of bones.

Nuclear reaction 
& structure of 
atoms & Nuclei.
To destroy cancer
cells.
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QUESTION

1. Write the SI unit of displacement current?       1

 Ans : Ampere

2. If  B, B represent electric and magnetic field vectors of the electromagnetic waves, 

then what  is the direction of propagation of the electromagnetic wave? 1

3.  Can the velocity of light in vacuum be changed?      1
 
 Ans: Not possible

 

4.  Calculate the wavelength of e.m waves emitted by the oscillator antenna system, if 

 L=0.253 μH & C = 25Pf ?  

5.  The magnetic component of polarized wave of light is    3

  (a) Find the direction of propagation of light
  (b) Find the frequency
  (c) and wavelength write the expressions for electric field.
 

6. Which physical quantity is same for X-rays of wavelength 10-10 m, red light of 
wavelength 6800 Å and radio wave of wavelength 500 m?     1

 
 Ans Velocity

7. The amplitude B of harmonic electromagnetic wave in vacuum is Bo=510 n T. What is 
the amplitude of the electric field part of the wave?      1

 Ans 153 N/C

8.  Suppose E  =120 N/C and its frequency n  = 50Hz. Find B , ω,k and   and write 0 0

expression for  E and B ?        2

Y

8 -1E = 120 Sin [ 1.05x - 3.14 x 10 t] jNCy  

8B = 400 Sin [ 1.05x - 3.14 x 10 t] knT  z  

8B  = 400 n T ;  w = 3.14 x 10  rad/s, k= 1.05 rad/m,   = 6m0

y

Ans. 

-6 7 1 11B  = (4 x 10 T) Sin [(1.57 x 10 m- )y + (4.5 x 10 t)]x
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9. The charging current for a capacitor is 0.25 A. what is the displacement current 

 across its plates?            1

 Ans 0.25 A

10. A variable frequency a.c source is connected to a capacitor. Will the displacement 

current increase or decrease with increasing frequency?     1

 

 Ans Increases

811. e.m wave travel in a medium at a speed of 2x10  m/s. the relative permeability of the 

medium is 1.0. Calculate the relative permittivity?

12. How does a charge q oscillating at certain frequency produce electromagnetic 

wave?           1

 

 Ans Oscillating charge produces oscillating E which produces oscillating B and so on

13. How would you establish an instantaneous displacement current of 1A in the space 

between the parallel plates of 1μF capacitor?     1

6 Ans By changing the voltage dv/dt =10  V/sec

14. Name the Maxwell’s equation among the four which shows that the magnetic 

monopole does not exist?        1

 Ans Gauss’s theorem of Magnetism

15. Write the unit of          1

-2 Ans (m/s)

16.  Give reason for decrease or increase in velocity of light, when it moves from air to 

glass or glass to air respectively?        1

 Ans The velocity of light depends on ε & μ of the medium.

 r V
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17. A parallel plate capacitor made of circular plates each of radius 10 cm has a 
capacitance 200pF. The capacitor is connected to a 200V a.c. supply with an 
angular frequency of 200 rad/s.

 a) What is the rms value of conduction current

 b) Is the conduction current equal to displacement current

 c) Peak value of displacement current

 d) Determine the amplitude of magnetic field at a point 2cm from the axis between 
the plates

18.  Electromagnetic waves with wavelength      3

 (i)         are used to treat muscular strain.

 (ii)          are used by a FM radio station for broadcasting..

 (iii)         are produced by bombarding metal target by high speed electrons.

 (iv)          are observed by the ozone layer of the atmosphere.

 Identify and name the part of electromagnetic spectrum to which these radiation

 belong. Arrange these wave lengths, in decreasing order of magnitude.

 Ans.   Infra-red radiation.

    VHF / Radio waves.

   X – rays

   UV

19.  a) Which of the following if any, can act as a source of electromagnetic waves?  3

 (i) A charge moving with constant velocity.

 (ii) A charge moving in circular orbit.

 (iii)A charge at rest. Give reason

 (b) Identify the part of electromagnetic spectrum to which the waves of frequency
20 9 (i) 10  Hz (ii) 10  Hz belong.

 Ans a) Can’t produce em waves because no accelration.

 (ii) It is accelrated motion - can produce em waves.

 (iii) Can’t produce em waves because no accelration.

 b) (i)  Gamma rays.

 (ii)  Micro waves
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